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Let me tell 
you a short 
short story…
I  w a s  g o i n g  f r o m  R S W  t o  L G A



Introduction

Problem Our Solution
TFMS’ 20+ interfaces 
creates a tedious AFP 

workflow for NTMS, and 
is running on almost 

obsolete infrastructure [1]

We designed a user-
centered GUI for FMDS 

that unifies different 
tools, and is backed by 

FAA and industry 
stakeholders [2]

Today’s Goal
Present user research, 
design iterations, and 
interactive prototype



User Research Methods: 

In te rv iews  w i th  FAA and  A i r l i nes  to  
unders tand  needs  and  pa in  po in ts



Former ATCSCC and current ATM at ZJX [3]

Interviews with Stakeholders
FAA Stakeholders: Traffic Managers

Jen Ross

Former STMC at N90 [4]Ralph Tamburro

Curt Kaler TFMS Subject-Matter Expert and former ZHU and ZMP [5]

Jason Conolly Former Digital Technology Manager [6]

Bill Tuck General Manager of Air Traffic Management [7]

Interviewing Industry Stakeholders: Airline Operations Centers



User Research Takeaways

From our  i n te rv iews  w i th  d i f fe ren t  
s takeho lders ,  we  were  ab le  to  l ea rn  
th ree  c ruc ia l  de ta i l s



1. 20+ interface environment adds clutter and 
creates user confusion

2. NTMS may not log on NTML during peak 
workloads

3. The lack of a centralized communication 
platform makes CDM challenging

When you’re dealing with a 
severe weather event, you don’t 
have time to write a giant log 
entry for NTML

– Ralph Tamburro, former STMC at N90 [8]

Takeaway 1

Current Interface and Workflow is Disjointed, which may 
lead to Triaging Tasks



1. Weather is key in determining AFP need, 
along with other NAS constraints

2.   AFPs work in conjunction with other Traffic 
      Management Initiatives (TMI)

We start by looking at the weather [to 
evaluate AFP need]

– Jen Ross, ZJX ATM [9]

If an AFP doesn’t address the demand-
capacity imbalance, you might pair it 
with another TMI

– Greg Juro, former FAA NTMS and 
NASA ATD-2 [10]

AFPs don’t work in Isolation – The NAS is Interconnected

Takeaway 2



1. Summarizing AFP impact (e.g. delay metrics, adherence to EDCT) helps NTMS make 
informed decisions quickly [11]

2. Air Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC) has a higher-level view than facilities 
(ARTCCs), and looks at NAS-wide constraints

Impact Summaries are a key Decision Support Tool

Takeaway 3



Problem + Solution

We deve loped  a  p rob lem s ta tement  and  
worked  towards  a  so lu t ion



TFMS’ 20+ interface environment creates an inconsistent, tedious 

user experience for an NTMS' AFP workflow that lacks cohesiveness 

among the application’s tools, compounded by extensive user 

training requirements that lack modern user experience design 

heuristics

Problem Statement



TFMS Users Experiencing FMDS Users Experiencing
• Overload of 20+ interfaces
• Extensive user training requirements
• Repeatedly inputting same information
• Overwhelming free-text logging for NTML
• Multiple disconnected communication channels

• 1 interface that combines several functionalities 
• Easily learnable GUI for faster onboarding
• Automation-assisted NTML decreased logging 

burden
• Built-in collaboration tool centralizes communication 

channel

G A P

aMaize

Solution



aMaize
aMaize is a user-centered GUI 
built for FMDS that streamlines 
the AFP workflow for FAA NTMS. 

It’s designed to:

• Address pain points of Traffic 
Management Specialists

• Minimize user training

• Strengthen CDM

aMaize meets all TFM-AID requirements [12]



aMaize
aMaize has 3 core functionalities tailored to NTMS working with 
AFPs

Evaluate AFP need by viewing weather, rocket 
launches, and other NAS constraints

Monitor AFPs and other FEAs/FCAs with 
user-centered viewing modes

Model an AFP with sharable impact statistics 
and revamped FSM graphs



• Overlay NAS constraints 
on an expansive TSD-
style map

• Assess AFP need using a 
Playback Feature with 
customizable forecast 
durations

• Constraint Summary to 
support decision-making

Evaluating



• Mimics Command Center 
workflow
• Create a Baseline Proposal
• Tinker on Baseline to create a 

Revised Proposal

• Easily compare proposals 
side-by-side

• Add other TMIs to proposals 
• Share data cards to threads
• Implement immediately or 

schedule implementation
• Automation-assisted NTML 

logging for decreased user 
workload

Modeling 



• Multi-FSM Plot View to 
quickly launch 8 FSM 
graphs

• Multiple viewing modes to 
compare FSM graphs

• AFP-specific features
• Revision History 

summarizing changes to 
AFP since 
implementation

• Purge or revise AFPs, 
with automated NTML 
logging (optional textbox 
for more rationale)

Monitoring



Feature Highlight

In  add i t i on  to  our  th ree  ma in  co re  
func t iona l i t i es ,  aMa ize  has  o ther  
impor tan t  fea tu res



• Draw FEA/FCA line or a 
Segmented AFP

• Input parameters to view 
corresponding data card 
summarizing demand-
capacity impact

• Functions similarly to pen 
tool in other applications

Drawing Tool



• Share data cards to 
commence CDM

• Send and receive 
messages through threads 
pertaining to your workflow

• Pinned messages and 
alert notifications

• Join voice rooms to 
facilitate collaboration

Collaboration Tool



Interactive Prototype Demonstration

We w i l l  now wa lk th rough  the  in te r face

https://www.figma.com/proto/74ZOJc0KS6LbUGPije9xSV/Demo-Final-Prototype-FAA-TFM-AID?page-id=0%3A1&type=design&node-id=1-34146&viewport=3448%2C-634%2C0.08&scaling=contain&starting-point-node-id=1%3A34146&show-proto-sidebar=1&mode=design


User Tests Takeaways

Af te r  comp le t ing  our  f i na l  i n te rac t i ve  p ro to type ,  we  
tes ted  our  app l i ca t ion  des ign  w i th  severa l  users



User test with Ralph Tamburro, Former N90 STMC [13]
• Multi-FSM Plot View is “definitely valuable, especially in the Command Center”
• Overall, “[aMaize] is much better than the current system”

User test with Bill Tuck and Jason Conolly, OCC at Delta Air Lines [14]
• Easily recognizable icons
• Quickly learnable, even without a guide
• Everything is readable on a 24-inch monitor
• Theater mode mimics what Bill does manually with FSM boards

Takeaway: 
First-Time Users Find aMaize Intuitive



User test with Ralph Tamburro, Former N90 STMC [15]
• Added an undo feature for the Drawing Tool
• Giving users the option to full screen from the viewing mode dropdown

User test with Bill Tuck and Jason Conolly, OCC at Delta Air Lines [16]
• Add a dismiss button for unread NTML notifications 
• Make 8-12 hours viewable simultaneously on FSM graphs

Takeaway: 
User Tests Uncovered Usability Concerns



Next Steps: Short-
Term 

1 2 3 4
Modifying bar 
width in FSM 

graphs to display 
8-12 hours of data 

simultaneously 
(By July 10th)

Create On-
boarding 

wireframes 
(By July 17th)

Airline View 
of aMaize 

(By July 31st)

Additional user 
research through 

user tests 
(Ongoing)



Next Steps: Long-
Term 

5 6
Collaboration with 

software developers 
to determine 

feasibility of design
(By 2025)

Pilot test of 
product

(By 2027)

7
FMDS 

Implementation 
(By Fall 2028) 

[17]



• aMaize – A unified GUI for FMDS addresses the many concerns 
that current TFMS users face

• We have conducted extensive user research to design a user-
centered product

• aMaize has been designed through an iterative design process 
that improved upon its designs in both UX and UI

• Short-term and long-term next steps highlight future 
development milestones for aMaize

Conclusion



Thank You!
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Extra Slides



The Team

S I N A N  A B D U L H A K T Y L E R  C A R V E T T E K AT E  S H E N

• B.S.E in Industrial Engineering
• 11-month Co-Op with Air Traffic 

Management (ATM) at Delta
• Current UX Design Intern at 

Michigan Medicine

• B.S in Information Science 
specializing in Information 
Analytics

• UX Research experience 
with City of Ann Arbor

• B.A in Art and Design and 
Minor in UX Design

• Experience with UX research 
and UI design with startups at 
Desai Accelerator 



User Persona for NTMS



White-board sketch (ideation) 
for “Evaluating”

White-board sketch for Global Nav Bar / Core 
Functionalities

Iteration 1
(Modeling)



Iteration 2 (Evaluating) Iteration 3 (Evaluating)

Iteration 4 (Evaluating) Iteration 5 (Evaluating)



Links to Survey, User Test, CDR Explainer 
Video, and Interactive Prototype

Survey

User Test

Explainer Video

Prototype Demo

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1xFlpBRkr0PF0lJKotByyiYJ9XcEoPuFEph_suL6BWEk/prefill
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1efbIjRxrPaU1luXszyUrfbKjW6A7HllxgwL6yXBIKoQ/edit
https://youtu.be/ZnDLLcbP5nE
https://www.figma.com/file/74ZOJc0KS6LbUGPije9xSV/Demo-Final-Prototype-FAA-TFM-AID?type=design&node-id=0-1&t=GChXsMH7G5lyzVv5-0


Closed Set Rationale for faster NTML 
Logging



The Ten Usability Heuristics

Visibility of 
system status

Match system 
and the real 

world

User control 
and freedom

Consistency 
and standards

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

Error 
prevention

Recognition 
rather than 

recall

Flexibility and 
efficiency of 

use

Aesthetic and 
minimalist 

design

Help users 
recognize, 

diagnose, and 
recover from errors

Help and 
documentation

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/


aMaize vs TFMS

aMaize is designed for efficiency: Time to complete tasks
• TMFS: “dependent on several variables, including an 

individual’s experience and training, plus general/overall 
computer skill” – Curt Kaler 

• aMaize: Designed so all users can quickly complete tasks
• First-time users completed all tasks in under 20 seconds with no prior 

training

aMaize is centralized: Entering Rates for FCAs
• TFMS: “A rate is entered in a whole different program– much 

more complicated/time consuming” – Curt Kaler
• aMaize: Enter rate from the same menu
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